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Abstnct. We pleeni a block iadexin8 schene bNed on q gram8 {or
persoha.l daia dchives. The sclene nal}s for ea.h continuous or gapped

s gram u those tdt block6 where u occur6. The index is applied in a
similar way as in ihe widely used Glimpse system to searchhg for given
keywords. Experiments show thal our apprcach is a compromise between
the sjze oI ihe index ard ihe speed o{ reideval Ou scheme produces
sma.ll indexes €specially for dchives containins letis oI a highly inflected
ldgua8e or o{ many 1dgra66.

I Introduction

Managing a pelsonal daia archive, consisting of severa.l megabytes of text, is
getting a more ard more important task. The tdk ha€ a close conn€ction with
various methods applied for CD-ROM indexiag md retdeval l2l. In practice, an
€frcient information retieval mechanism is ihe most crucial factor for a success-
ful data management.

Manber and Wu [5] prcsent a tool called Glirnpse, which is a search engine
orking at the file system level. Glimpse allows also appmximat€ searches, i.e

it is able to find approximate matches of the given keyword. Glimpse applies
hlock indexing. First, the nle system to be irdexed is divided into at most 256
blocks. Second, all words are included i the index; an index entry for a wod
is a profile indicating the blocks where the word occurs. Third, to locate the

Giimpse applies derep [9], a general-purpose seach program, in
two phdes: tust, agrep 6nds the index words which cortain the apprcximaie
matches of the keyword; second, it ch€cks the cou€spoading blocks, according
to the profile of the found index words. In a t]"ical cse, the index comumes
not more than 2-4% space of the size ofthe text, according to Manber and Wu

t5l.
In highly inflected languages, like Finnish, a word can have even tho[sardg

of ditrerent forms. For such languages the word indexing scheme of Glimpse
produce much ldger indexes typically over 20% of the text - than for
English. This is because each occmirg form of a word is stored separately
in the index. For example, a Finnish word 'yhdistelmdtt0mlTdesiansiiLaih',

meatring'even thoush ofits uncombinational cha.racter', is lormed adding su€L\es
'-lma', tton', !yys', !sta', 'nsii', atrd !kii:ir'to rooi 'yhdiste', which mem'a



The heteroseneousness of data is aother reuon for latger index$. Sup-
pose, for dmple, that there are files in difiereni languages which is a common
situation in a non English spealdng country. Then, each additional language in
creases substantially the size of the reord index, became of its distinctive vocab
ulary.

For the reasons stated above, there are cases when the twelevel approach
of Glimpse cm benefft from refinements in its indexins mechanism. We have
€xperimented with difierent iDdexine schemes and also enldgened the generaliz-
ation by Bcza Yaies [1], which has been applied, for instance, by Babosa and
ziviani [3].

In the gereralization of Baeza-Yates [1], the indat stores all the q-erams [8],
i.€. sirings of leneih q, of the text. An entry of the index, corresponding to
q-gram d, points to the blocks containing an occurrence of d. Depending on ihe
situatior, the index calr be restricted to q grams stdting a word. In addition to
length q, the other param€ter ofthe app.oach is block size d ofthe indexed text.

Barbosa and Zjviani [3] combine the suff-x dray to the two-level approach of
Manber & Wu and Baeza-Yats. The noveliy of theh contribuiion [3] lie-! in its
distributed seaxch mechanism: the sutrx anay resides on disk, and each entry
of the index of sequences of leogth ,t has otrly one pointer to the sufrx aIay.

In thispaper, we introduce a variation ofGlimpse, called Gra,npse for GRAM
bded Patten SEarch. Instead of indexing words, Granpse indexes q-grams. For
example, a phrase 'lammin mammi', meaning a Finnish Ester dish, consists
ol contiwtous +grams 'ltimm', 'dmmi', ..., 'marnm'. In addition, it includes
several gapped agrams [6], like'elIrlnm'. Parameters iength q md eapwidth it
fix th€ q-grams to be included in the index. For exaiople, the index of texi
? -'This paper...' for q = 3 and d = I would include 1-gapped 3-grams'Ti
', 'hsp' and so fortL.r The rea€on for using gapped q-grams is obvious: they
include more information of a word than continuous q-grams, which more or
less reflect the language than a specific word, because of the sirong conelaiion
beiveen the subs€quent characters.

The q-gram index is used for searching for a keyword P d follows. First,
ihe algorithm comtNcts set S of d gapped q grams of P. Then, depending
on variatiotr 1, of th€ algorithm, it looks up the blocks of text containing an
occurence of each ofthe q-grarns in subset r(S). For example, if, is the 'most

infrequeDt' heuristic, "(S) is defined as the most itriequent q-8ram of S in the
text. The found blocks are clecked using asrep.

Besides applying q grams, the implementation of Grampse is bmed on two
other ideas. F st, to cut down th€ q grarn index size or to be able to apply a
larger value for q, we reduce the alphabet by encoding a set of characterl to one
code. This ciuste ns of cha.acters is ba"sed on their fiequencies. Second, the
algoithm cm adjusii ihe rridth ofa block. The details are described in Section 2.

We analyze the method in Section 3, using the i.i.d. model where the char-
acters ofthe tdt dd the patiem are independently aDd idetrtically distdbuted.
For a natural lderage, ihe a.ssumption is, howev€r, rot appropdate. There-

lPevzner and Waternan [6] Ge the tern sapsize which is sapwidth plus one.



fore, we have iested the efficiency of GBmpse in several €xpe ments, vhich are
r€ported in Section 4.

It torns oui that Granpse fa]ls in between agrep and Glimpse, as fa.r as
search speed is concemed. The main benefit ofcrampse, compared to Glimpse,
is its lishter space consumption, making it a promising choice also for personal
daia axchives of size of order 20 MB.

2 Irnplernent ation

In this section, we will irtroduce the badc ideas behind the implemeDiation of
Grarnpse.

2.1 Deffnitions

Let the iext be ? = 711 ...al aid the pattem P = Pl ...nl. The chaacte$
of ? and P belong to alphabet t of size c- By a q grm of another string
we mear a string of length q which can be eithet continrous or sd?p€d. Stdng
! = ara2+6az+26 . . . asr is c^Ied a6-sapped q-srarn, denoted (q, d)-sraz,, ofstring
r, rt a = ara2... a,!' is a continuous q/-gram of o where qi = (q - 1)(d + t) + t.
In other words, (q, d) glam u is formed by ta.kitrs every (d + l)th character of
?,. Note that a contitrtrous q-grarn is a (q,0)-gra.rn. When ihere is no danser of
contusion, a q $am denote a (q, 0)-sfam.

2.2 The q-Gram lndex

In order to ind€x the q grams of tdt ?, we divide ? into N blocks of length
h = nlN. At the implementation level, otre has to iake care of an overlap of
(q - 1)(d + 1) chtuacters betweer subsequert blocks. Then, the (q, t)-srams of
? are scanned. Fo. each q gram tt of leJrt 7, the algorithm builds a list of blocks
where u occuls. The list can be implemerted either as all axray or a.s a bit

Iet sei S consist of all ihe (q, d) grans ofpattem P using the sae length q dd
gapwidth d a"s in the index. The search itself applies a subset ofs, and thse are
several heu stics of selecting this subset. Let r(S) be the subset of S according
to heuristic l].

The seaxch consists of hro pha8es. First, Gramps€ maxks the blocks contain-
ing every {q, d)-gram of r(S). Then, it checks the marked blocks. The herrhtics
described below difier from earh other mainty in th€ balance of the execution
times of the two pLa€es.

The 'total' heuristic selects the eniire set and looLs for blocks with an oc-
cunence of each (q,f)-gramin S. The advantage of rest.icting the number
of blocks with ihe AND relation is shadowed by the time consumed for
marking the blocks.



The'non-overlappins' heurisiic selects only coNecuiive, non-overlapping
(q,6)-grams of ihe pattem. Compared to the 'total' heuristic, it marks
more blocks, but falter.

The 'most-inftequent' heuristic sele€ts only one (q,d)-gram: among all
pattem (q,d) grarns, it is the most infrequent in the tdt. The heuristic
relults in a fdt mdk phase.

2.4 Clustering the Alphabet

One \,{ay to reduce the size of the index is to duster the alphabet. Th€ basic
method is similar to the Hufiman compression [4]. Assum€ that the wanted size
of the alphab€t is c' . Two of ihe mosi infrequent charactas are ideniified, with
a frequency eqtral to the sum ol their origina.l f.equencis. This procedure is
repeated until the size of the clustercd alphabei is c'.

The Hufman clusteriq desoibed above produces an almost uniform di!-
iribution for the tdget alphabet. We consider also skew distribuiions. Let ?,
0 < p < 1, denote the skewress ofthe distribution. Let us consider a simple way
to bui ld a p-6*eu alphabet of c '  chaxacters. Let l i , t=1,. . . , r 'beth€r€lai ive
fr"quencl of  r  h" j lh .bara.rFr in rhF sk"w distr ibur,oo. Tb"n / '  = p{ |  p) ' -  .

wtren r < .. an(l k' = | L,- Il
Clustering the alphabei makes it possible to ue ldgd values for q.

3 Analysis

We will analyze the efficiency of Grampse in a so called i.i.d. model, where the
c.haxacten of? and P are disiibuted identically and independently. Let c denote
ihe size of the alphabet md let , denote ihe iensth of a biock. In m i.i.d. model,
ihe probability p for an occurrence of ary (q, d)-gram is constant, i.e. p = ]/cs

l,ei ihe searched (q,d)-gram be u. we denote by -4(r) ihe expected number
ofoccurrences ofu in a block. Accordins to R6snier and Szpankowski [7]',

I

The mirimal requirement for m ellicient ind*ing is that the expecied trBm
ber of the searched (q, d)-gram is less than 1. SinG E'(u ) remains the same for
each u, we denote E = -4(u). We set the eficiency condition: E < 1, which
leads to the ineqMlity:

b < c q .

To set a flavor of how to choose ,, consider case c = 30 and c = 3. UsinC
the previous formula, we gei d < 27.000. Assuming that the number of blocks

'�The {ornnla {or E(o) is not trivia.l to derire since the Fobabilities Ior an occutefte

of u in srbsequent pcii;ons o{ a block ae not independeni of e&h other.



equals to 256, ihis leads to a maximumapplicable text size of 2?.000 256,vhich
is about 6.9 MB. If q = 4, Grampse can handle a text archive otsize 207 MB.

The probtem of using the i.i.d. model in the a.nalysis com€s from its unsuit-
ability for natural language text. In a natura.l language, only a fraction of all
possible (q, d) srarns are used. In addition, the distribution is fa from uniform.
For example, a q grm'nh}I'is extremely rde itr d English text; at 1e3t, it is
much more infiequent than'the'. However, the ideao{using gapped q-grams in-
creases the number of (q,i) grams and, at the same time, makes the distribution

4 Experimental Results

Our tst data co.-sisted of about 7.6 MB ofFinnish text. Sea..hed patterns were
either Finnish words or their prefixes or phrases. For each pattern length we
searched ior 50 difierent patte.ns ad calci.rlated ihe averase search times. Ail
expeimenis were executed on a Linu workstation with 32 MB RAM and a 133
MEz Pentium proc6sor.

The implementation of Gra.mpse is based on the Glimpse vemion 3.0 r,ehicl
wm also used for comparison ir all the t€sts. The implementation iansuase is
c.

Ou exp€rimenis consbied of thrce parts. We exmined the efiect of block
size and a.lphabet clustering to the size of an index. We t€sted how efiectively
Grampse filtrates blocks to be che&ed. And lasi we compared search times fo.
Glimpse and Grampse, using both words and phrases as pattens.

4.1 Iadex Size

Figure 1 shows how the bloc.k size afiected the index eize when the block lisi
was implemented s an array. When the block size got smaller the index grew,
because the number of bloch increa€ed.

We made €xperiments with two kinds of alphabet clusiering: an almost uni
form distribution and a skew disidbutior. Table 1 shorrs the etrect of the cluster
itrg meihods on the index size. In this t€t the target alphabet had 10 characters
and q had values 3 and 4. Cluste.ing the alphabet to 10 chaxacteft so that the
distribution became almost uniform made the index smaller thar the unclustered
q grm index. This is because there ae only at most 10q ditrerent q-srams. The
usage of a skew distribuiion resulted in considerably sma.ller indexes. In the case
of the skew distribriion there are only a few frequent characters and infrequent
characieN are very rare. In ihis cme 4gram indexes rxing the skew distribution
were even smaller thar the 3-gram index without clusteing.

4.2 FiltrationDfncieDcy

The block size is an impodant parameier of Grampse. Looking for (q, r) grams
instead of words leads io checking extra blocks that may not cortain accurate
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fis.1. Indd 6izes for ditrqent blo.l siz€ (kbytes). Grdp* E6 the \ulue q = 3.

Table 1. lbdex si!€ for di.fiereot tdget alp]abets, wheD l,]e block 6ire b 50 kB.

3-grM,d=10,uni {orm
3-grm,c=10,o.+skew
3-grm,c=10,o.5-skew
&tru,c=10,0.6-skew

+gBn,r=t0,u i {orm
+glm,c=10,0.4+kew
+8rd, d = 10, 0.5 skew
+6rm,.=10,0.6-skew

7'164
378
732
80
74
57

965
796
368
303
202



matche of the query. When the blo& size wm over 50 kB and q = 3, Grampse
had to check almost every bloch. Thb happened because 3 grams a.re so common
that almost atl of them {ere included in every block. Table 2 shows that lor

short patterns Grampse had to check over 80% of all blocks vrhen the block size
wd 50 kB. When the block size wd cut down to 10 kB, the perc€ntage of the
checked blocks fell below 60%. Using the 'most-inftequent'heuistic or gapped
q grams the checking percentage becme smaller when the pattern got longer,
because then the probability to find a rare q-gram in ihe patten increated

Table 2, Perceaia8e o{ the checked blocks mhg (3,i)-srms when the blocl size is
50 kB ud r0 kB. Patiern lensth veies between 4 and 8. Used sedch heudstics: (a)
ioial dd non-overlappins, @) nosi iniequent, (c) total wilh sapped q-sims

4
5
6
7
8

52
62
59
57

4
5

7
8

99
89
77
-t2

85
84
a2
81
8l

80
83
78

99
68
41
37

size 10 kB

58
58
49
31

Iiltering with lgrams does not seem to be very efrcient for short patterlls.
MoBt of ihe 3-srams are very common in a Fimish text. Better rcsults can be
achieved by using 4-grams at the expense of larger indexes.

4,3 Search Times

We implemerted a version of Grmpse which llses hashins for retrieving con-
tinuous q grams &om the index. We saved hmh va.lues instead of q grams in the
index file. Searching was done by firct reading the eniire index into a hash table
in memory and then getiing the block profiles of the searched q-grams With
ihis approach we used the'most-idrequent'heuristic, because it turn€d out to
be the mosi efficieni heu siic. Only the most infrequent q-sram of the pat
tem was chosen and the con$ponding blocks were checked. Figure 2 presents
search times of Grmpse usins hashins and a preloaded inden. In thtu case the
index size afiected heavily search times. The search time ns shorter for smaller
indexes, because the time for loading the index wa's short.

Figure 3 shows search times of Grampse when the index is already in memory
Search tim€s no longer depended on the size of an index. Grampse in a cme of
4glarns and a l5-cha.racter alphabei war the slowest otre in FiSure 2, because
t]le indd was also the biggest. In Figure 3 ii was the fast€st, because the index
contained more information than in other cases.

In Fisure 4 the setuch times ol Grampse with ditrerent clustedng methods ae
compaxed u,sins 4-grams of a lo-character alphabet. Seaxch times for the both
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Fia.2. S€ach times oI Grainpse (the hdex is Dot storcd in the nemory) and Glimp6e.
The block s;€ tu 50 kB.
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Fis.3, S€dch iimes of Gr@pe (the index b stor€d in
Th€ block aze tu 50 kB.

the nemory) md Glimp6e

g
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clusiedng meihods were a little slower than the search time whetr no clustering
was used. Usins the uniform distribution appeared to be fdter thatr using ihe
skew distributions.

pdbdhtrgli

Fig.4. The efect of ditrereDt clmterins methods on sedch times. The block 6ize i6 50

Searching for phrases is slow with Glimpse especially when the seaxched
phrase contains common words. Glimpse has to search for every word of a phrase
sepaxately and then combine their block proGles to get the answer. Common
words a.e likely to appeax in almost every block and that results h checking
of exira blocks. Grampse chooses the most infrequent q-gram from the search
phrde ud checks only the blocks containing it. Though the words are common,
the phrde may cotrtain a rare q-graJn, which helps to cut down the number of
blocks.

Table 3 shows the search times of Glimpse and Grampse when the search
phrases contained three words of which at lea"st one was two characters long and
one was thte chdacte.s long. In this tark Glimpse was considerably slower than
Grampse. Glimpse neded on the average over a second to answer this kind of
query when Grampse needed o y about 0.2 seconds.

The block size has in{uence on ihe seach iimes in Glimpse. In our expei
ments it became cleax that the search gets fdter when th€ block size decreases.
Intuitively, the search gets morc accurate and lewer blocks have to be checked.
The same applies also to Grampse. The careful selection of the block size is im-
portat, because it a.trects to the filtration efficiency and that way also to sea.rch

Glimpse wd fa€ter thar Grampse when searchiDg for words or pa.ie of word.
But when we kept the index in the memory and used 4-gram with the 'most

infrequent' heuristic, the search times for Glimpse and Granpse were close to
each other. Clustering th€ alphabet provides the possibility to choose a smaller

'Bnnos 43m.ror0% !-
,F0o$r@.1G504'"_
,gnj4$r@{1c604'].



Table 3. Sedrch tim€s for phrmes in miliseconds, when (a) ihe index is noi stored ir
the nemory, and (b) ihe index is sior€d in the memory. The block size i3 50 kB.

glimp3e

+grm, c= 10,0.+skew
+grm, c= 10,0.5-skew
+gram, c: 10, 0.6-s&ew

1110
270
240
230
220
?10
270

170
140
150
180
l?0
180

index with a little lonser search times. The best case for Gramps€ was searchins
for pbra€es containing common words, when ;t wa clealy fater than Glimpse.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a new tool, called Grampse, for s€architrg a pattem in a
personal file archive. The tool is a modification of the widely used Glimpse
sysiem, difiering ftom it mostly in the indd structure. The indexing is based
on (q,d)-grams and is thus a natu.al choice for highly inflected languages like
Finnish. Therefore, we ran ollr tests with a Finnish text of7.6 MB, exemplifyine
a personal file collection.

Compared to Glinpse, Grampse produced smaller indexes. While the index
size of Glimpse was around 25% of the text, GrampBe needed about 5%. Of
course, the index size for Grampse depends on the blocL size: the lonser the
blocks, the smaller the index.

Since the indeins of Grampse is not based on words but (q, d) srams, it is
possible to decrea.se the ind* size by clustering the alphabet. In ihis way we
were able to get indexes smaller thar 17o of the text.

Since i,he pmbability of an occurrence of a (q,A)-g.am in a blo& is typically
larger than that of a word, long blo&s encourage using Glimpse instead of
G.ampse. This faci encouraged us to expe ment on shorter blocks. The decrease
in the number of checked blocks was most obvious wiih the 'most infrequeni'
heu stic and the 'toial'heudstic with gapped g-grams. Thus, gapped q grams
improve the ffltration of Grampse when compared to continuous q grams. This
is also a new leatue of Grampse when compared to Baeza-Yat6' gelreralization

t1l.
Althoueh sloirer than Glimpse, Grampse searches faster than agrep; however,

agrep is remarkably fat. The difference betweer Glimpse and Granpse is not
signincani if a hashed index of Grampse is stored in the memory. In addition,
ffnding phrmes with common words is clearly faster with Grampse than rrith
Glimpse. Decreasing the size of ihe ind€x with the clustering techniques had an



itrcreasins but tolerable etreci on the search time; the increa"se was lager with a
skew diBtribution than with a uniform one.

Up till now, we have concentrated on reducing the number of block to be
checked by agrep. Our preliminary e,tperiments indicate that the.e is a combina
tion of problem pararneters rl, m, q, d, , (block size), and / (size of the clustered
alphabei) where Grampse is a balanced c.hoice for pelsonal information rctieval.

Glimpse uses asrep to ffnd approximate matches of a keyword in the index.
Though this approach coxld be applied also in Grampse, it is not praciical. This
is because the set of (q,r)-grarns of a searched keyword P and its approximate
match Pr aie diferent. ff the ditr€rence between P and P' is small enough, the
intersectior is, howeve., not empty. This obsenaiion can be employed when
revisins Grampse for appmximate reirteval.
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